
   

       

  Young at Heart Birthday Gift
 

£161.16 £145.04
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
Young at Heart Birthday Gift is a slam-dunkingly, super Birthday
Basket. When you are looking for a special Gift for a Birthday why not
make it an entertainment experience. 

  Product Options
 
   Cuddly Toy (Any One)

          Giraffe + £0.00

          Lion + £0.00

          Snow Leopard + £0.00

Details
 
Birthday gifts are essential for any gift basket company as Birthdays are the one thing we all have in common. That is where what we have in
common ends, everyone's personality is different and we need to ensure that we have Birthday gifts suitable for everyone. This is one of our
larger, more expensive Birthday gifts but it is in no way less personal than the slightly smaller gifts. Our Birthday gifts are not only bigger in size,
they also offer our highest quality products, reserved for the finest of basket creations only. Our policy is, if something better can be put in, it is.
And why wouldn't we offer the best quality money can buy, we should spoil our loved ones on their day of the year, when they are the most
important and make sure they are reminded they are loved, enough to remind them until the next year comes round. Only one of our Birthday
gifts can do this. This gift was designed with women in mind, but there is nothing to stop you for purchasing this for a man too. The jungle animal
makes this perfect for anyone with a wild-side, or even just a soft-spot for a soft animal. Our creative team have outdone themselves with this
creation, perfectly tailored to Birthday, with a large amount of sugary goodness, not for the faint-hearted. The bright yellow and the toy can't
help but bring a smile to the recipient's face. It has an aura of cheeriness and playfulness. You may question our choice of a soft toy in our adult
Birthday gifts, but we truly think it is the finishing touch to our Birthday gifts which sets them apart from anything else you will see. It adds to the
fun and playful theme which brings a smile and will surely make your loved ones birthday a day to remember.

Additional Information
 
Contents Keel Toys Pippins George the Giraffe Fresh Chocolate Iced Cake 400g Lindor Milk Truffles Lindt 200g Willies

110g SingleEstate Champagne Praline Truffles Ethical Spicy Chai Tea Bags NEMI FairTrade Chocolate
Mango slices by Forest Feast 150g Caramel Chocolate Buttons GNAW 150g Happy Birthday Chocolate
GNAW 100g Dark Chocolate Popcorn Bites Joe&Seph's 63g Salted Caramel Mallow&Marsh Marshmallows
85g Ember Bitlong Beef Jerky Swiss Lemon Biscuit with Ginger&Chia Rhythm 108 135g Love Raw Peanut
Butter Cups Chocolate Caramel Cups Deliciously Ella Cheddar&Onion Hand Cooked Crisps Shindigs 40g
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White Large Wicker Shopper Basket
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